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Times have changed. Discovery of electronically stored 
information (ESI) has gone from the rarefied air of high 
stakes business litigation to simple tort and breach of 
contract cases. You and I may wish that this was not 
the case. But it is. The law follows life and life now is 
very much an electronic information endeavor. And that 
means that you need to understand ESI even if you are 
not a litigator.  

Why? Because if your client doesn’t preserve ESI 
when litigation is reasonably anticipated, i.e. before 
the litigation starts – it may lose the case because it 
destroyed evidence. Therefore, read on. 

Let’s start with the basics
Think of your workstation and work habits. Every day, 
you sit down at your desk, power up your PC, laptop, IPad 
or tablet, manage calendar entries, create electronic files, 
send and receive emails and attachments, and save data to 
the Cloud. You also text from your cell phone and perhaps 
instant message co-workers. All of this is ESI. 

To get a bit more legal about it, ESI includes emails 
and attachments, voice mail, instant messaging and 
other electronic communications, word processing 
documents, text files, hard drives,

 

spreadsheets, graphics, audio and video files, databases, 
calendars, telephone logs, transaction logs, internet 
usage files, offline storage or information stored on 
removable media, information contained on laptops or 
other portable devices and network access information 
and backup materials, native files and the corresponding 
Metadata which is ordinarily maintained.   

This is potentially a lot of ESI for a client or attorney to 
manage. 

You may have noticed a greek word – Metadata. 
According to the Fourth Department, Metadata is 
“secondary information” not apparent on the face of 
the document that describes an electronic document’s 
characteristics, origins, and usage. Metadata embeds in 
the original or native file of the file. Embedding means 
that when the computer or device creates the electronic 
file, it assigns or attaches this Metadata to that file. 
For example, Metadata embedded in an ESI file might 
include the file name, the file location, the date the file 
was created and modified, who modified the file, and 
who had access to the file.   
1  See Guidelines for Discovery of Electronically Stored Information 

(“ESI”) from the Commercial Division, Nassau County Supreme Court 
at 1 available at http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/comdiv/PDFs/

Nassau-E-Filing_Guidelines.pdf 
2   See Irwin v. Onondaga County Resource Recovery, 

72 AD3d 314, 321 (4th Dept 2012). 

Metadata can also establish the 
admissibility of a document, 

by showing general 
information about the 

document’s creation, such as 
who authored it, and when it was 

created.  It also helps determine if a party 
has altered a document, and it can reconstruct 
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timelines, including who 
received a particular email 
and when. ESI represents 
a potentially fertile source 
of real time information 
of events, and for various 
reasons, people tend to be 
less circumspect while on 
email and other ESI formats. 

Metadata for an electronic 
file generally is not visible 
if a party produces a PDF 
of that electronic file. 
Therefore, parties may 
request and receive ESI 
in documentary form in a 
TIFF or PDF format with an 
accompanying load file, or in 
a native format. The load file 
holds the Metadata removed when converting an ESI file 
into a PDF format. A court can order both parties to re-
produce the documents that they originally produced in 
hard copy, but in an ESI format that includes Metadata. 
A court can also order copying of a party’s hard drives  
or servers.  
a. The ESI Litigation Hold and why it matters – Spoliation 
Once a party reasonably anticipates litigation, it must 
suspend its routine document retention/destruction 
policy and impose a ‘litigation hold’ preserving relevant 
records.  As stated by the First Department in VOOM 
HD Holdings, LLC v. EchoStar Satellite, LLC:  

Under a litigation hold parties need not only avoid 
affirmative acts of destruction. They must also actively 
stop automatic deletion and purging features that destroy 
relevant data.   

A party’s obligation to preserve ESI does not end with a 
litigation hold. That is only the beginning.  A party must 
also oversee compliance with a litigation hold, monitor 
efforts to produce and retain relevant documents, and 
properly communicate with its attorneys.  

If a litigation hold is not imposed by a party, and ESI is 
lost, or destroyed, the courts may sanction the offending 
party. A party need not willfully or in bad faith destroy 
ESI. A party’s negligent loss of evidence can be just as 
fatal to the other party, and therefore simple negligence 
may ground a sanction for destruction of ESI.  A court can 
infer that ESI was relevant to the requesting party if the 
responding party intentionally or with gross negligence 
destroyed the ESI. However, where a party was simply 
negligent in not preserving ESI, the requesting party must 
prove that the lost ESI would have supported its claims.  

The bottom line for attorney and client is that ESI needs 
to be managed pro-actively if litigation is reasonably 
anticipated. This generally means getting written 
litigation hold letters or memos out to the client and then 
ensuring that the client complies with the litigation hold, 
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[A] [litigation] hold must direct appropriate 
employees to preserve all relevant records, electronic 
or otherwise, and create a mechanism for collecting 
the preserved records so they might be searched by 
someone other than the employee. The hold should, 
with as much specificity as possible, describe the ESI 
at issue, direct that routine destruction policies such 
as auto-delete functions and rewriting over e-mails 
cease, and describe the consequences for failure to 
so preserve electronically stored evidence. In certain 
circumstances, like those here, where a party is a 
large company, it is insufficient, in implementing 
such a litigation hold, to vest total discretion in the 
employee to search and select what the employee 
deems relevant without the guidance and supervision 
of counsel. 11
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and that such compliance is effectively preserving the 
necessary ESI.  

Often non-litigation attorneys of a party manage this ESI 
preservation process before the case moves to litigation. 
These can include corporate counsel, or personal counsel 
of a small business. However, individual plaintiffs and 
defendants must also preserve ESI, whether the litigation 
involves a real property dispute, breach of contract, a 
business tort, or personal injury.  The point is that no one 
wants to lose, or damage a case before it begins because 
a client has destroyed ESI. As Professor Siegel was so 
fond of noting, it is best to study these fact patterns from 
a distance in someone else’s case.  

Please contact me at phiggins@couchwhite.com or (518) 
320-3422 if you would like to discuss some practical 
compliance suggestions for ESI with your clients.
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(top to bottom) Dad and Mom visiting Katie her freshman year at the 
State University College at Oneonta.

The four-legged kids out for their beloved drive!

Dad with the boys in the White Mountains.

Dad and Katie on a family vacation this last summer in Wildwood 
Crest, New Jersey.
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Pat has moved!
Yes that is right. I have moved my practice to Couch 
White, LLP, a full service firm located in downtown 
Albany. This move will allow me to continue to serve 
my existing clients and handle referral matters from my 
attorney colleagues. It also gives me the opportunity 
to try cases and represent clients in the commercial, 
construction, and environmental litigation fields.

Since the move, things have gone very well here at 
Couch White, LLP.  My partners, the associates and the 
staff are top notch, passionate about the law, and match 
my commitment to a client centered practice. So please 
stop by if you are in the area, or just call to touch base 
at (518) 320-3422. It is always a good day when I visit 
with friends and colleagues.
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If you do not want to receive this newsletter, please send me an e-mail at phiggins@couchwhite.com

It is a privilege to accept referrals of new clients 
from my readers and professional colleagues.
Thank you. I am always available to answer 
questions that you may have. 
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“I welcome your phone call 
whenever you want to 

discuss a case.”

Me with my amazing wife, Mary Ellen.


